FURTHER READING

WEBSITES

INTERVARSITY/USA
Downloadable resources on everything from cross-cultural communication to leading Bible studies to returnee ministry to evangelism. Students and staff alike will find this website helpful for all things related to international student outreach.

LOOK AT THE FIELDS
Visit this site for tips and guidance on how to begin and develop ISM in partnership with your local church. A user-friendly website for all people.

LAUSANNE GLOBAL CLASSROOM
A broad introduction to ISM through short videos. Watch individually or use the downloadable episode guide to facilitate small group discussion about the biblical foundation of ISM and practical strategies for it.

PEACE FEASTS
Instead of a formal dialogue with guest lecturers and little interaction, Peace Feasts are about heart-level dialogue: Muslims and Christians get together in small groups, share a meal and discuss faith and life.

BOOKS


Oden, Amy: *God’s Welcome: Hospitality for a Gospel-Hungry World*
Learn about biblical hospitality and how we can practice it today. How did God extend His welcome to use throughout history? What does this mean for us today?

Elmer, Duane: *Cross-Cultural Servanthood: Serving the World in Christlike Humility*
How do we avoid communicating superiority or paternalism when we engage cross-culturally? Learn how to build relationships with cultural sensitivity and Christ-like humility.